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— 400% MORE COLOUR 

— 33.3% MORE CONTENT

— LIMITED TO 2,000 COPIES

— STILL NSFW



 Aside from the six pages of advertising, we won’t ever sell you anything except inspiration.
This makes for 124 pages of pure content: tits and ass and things related, coming together in a 
colour ful eruption! Next to this spectacle of fl esh, TISSUE is once more celebrating the wonder of 
life, proudly paying respect to all beings. In this third issue we’re giving a special tribute to the ones 
who brought us here and taught us so: our mothers.

But don’t get us wrong, we are not one of those theme-based magazines struggling to fi nd a raison 
d’être with a fl amboyant topic every publication. As a periodical we are only devoted to the artist 
and to you, dear reader. And a lucky bastard you are, holding this unique piece of good old crafts-
manship in your hands. Limited to 2,000 copies worldwide, each one is dripping with six months of 
blood, sweat, and even some tears we shed within the walls of our editorial offi ce. 

It would be nothing though without our contributors who are giving their very best: their art. All for 
the creation itself (and not for the dollars). We are, because you are. 
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Viennese art collective A.ACTIVITIES reclaim the subway in a seriously good-
looking act of civil disobedience. Talking about seriousness, it was quite 
hard to get a hold of them — their security precautions were no joke. 
Go on tissuemagazine.com to see the whole video.

14    19

ARTIST A.ACTIVITIES

We send him out to come up with something fetish — anything really. And 
what does Team TISSUE’s premier homeboy, the GANSTERER, do? He had his 
model pull that spandex real tight. Made us think of early-noughties one-
hit wonder Fanny Pack: “Um hmm that‘s right. Uh huh uh huh // She had a 
frontal wedgie, a camel toe!” Well, we guess that counts.

cover & 24    33

PHOTOGRAPHER LUKAS GANSTERER

STYLING ADELAIDA CUE BÄR (LA ROQUETTE)

HAIR MAKE-UP FEE ROMERO (LA ROQUETTE)

LEIGH LEDARE shot to fame with Pretend You’re Actually Alive, a book that 
played with its recipient’s moral mindset by displaying his own mother 
whilst having sex with strangers. Ever since then, Larry Clark’s former pro-
tégé has used the naked body as his main subject. Here he explains why.
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ARTIST LEIGH LEDARE

No facials, please! MIROSLAV TICHÝ notoriously admired the female body in 
all its glory, but one thing he was not: a face guy. Now recently emerged 
drawings prove that this wasn’t just some thing, but an artistic concept in 
the truest sense. Bare with us as we shed a new light on everyone’s favorite 
tramp-come-photographer.
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ARTIST MIROSLAV TICHY

Being the ex-Cold War, imperialistic thinkers that we are, we love up-and-
coming Moscovite ELENA KHOLKINA’S images for their Ostblock-Ästhetik. Just 
look at that colouring! But then, we’re also deeply in love with this svelte 
beauty she so intimately captures. 
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PHOTOGRAPHER LENA KHOLKINA

MODEL ALYOSHA

LOCATION KSENIA SEREBROVA

Again the Dark Lord casts his spell. After being the hero in our last issue, 
we invited MARTIN EDER to take part in the first installment of our exhibition 
series TISSUE Ultra, which is also where we hooked him up with our long-
time muse Cool Chriso. Leave it to one of Germany’s most relevant artists 
to use his dark magic to transform her into something a bit more twisted. 
Pure witchcraft.
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PHOTOGRAPHER MARTIN EDER

MODEL CHRISO

Only half-jokingly named The World’s Greatest Fashion Critic by some, 
the usually scalpel tongued STEVE OKLYN OF NOT VOGUE fashion blog reveals 
his soft side. Bring your seminary knowledge though; this lyrical mashup 
requires some intertextual dissecting.
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AUTHOR STEVE OKLYN OF NOT VOGUE

Can’t stop, won’t stop. TISSUE loves HANNA PUTZ, and once more we feel 
blessed to have a work of hers in our magazine, even if it’s baby-sized. Just 
so you know, we did offer her twenty pages, plus cover, plus poster, but little 
lady is just too busy roaming the globe with that new art scholarship ... pff.
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PHOTOGRAPHER HANNA PUTZ

When Barnt isn’t having his tracks played at Chanel fashion shows — as 
happened with his dancefloor stomper “Geffen” — him and his friends 
Jens-Uwe Beyer and Crato run the record label MAGAZINE. A record label 
with such strong visuals, their disc covers are better than ketamine. No 
wonder they were picked up by book project Public Folder. And that is just 
something (techno, buzz, books) we couldn’t resist!
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ARTIST MAGAZINE
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